Renovations continue in LRC

By Shelly Ng

New life: Renovations in the Learning Resources Center (LRC) are continuing with all effort to keep the students up to date with the new facilities. The LRC is planning to install E-mail and will be ready for the 1996 fall semester. Students may begin to have access to E-mail on a trial basis.

"The reason why this program is behind is that we are waiting for the state to hook up its system, rather than doing it ourselves. The state is going to hook up all the schools in Oklahoma and by doing so, it will be a lot cheaper," said Planning.

Meanwhile, the LRC has received new libraries to make the students feel at ease when they come to use the library.

Bookstore schedules annual book buy-back

By Shelly Ng

The end of the semester is here and with it comes book buy-back time at the college bookstore. Books bought back on Monday and Tuesday are now available for students to sell their books at the college bookstore.

"Students may bring in their used books anytime between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.," said John B. C. bookstore manager.

"We sell the books to the students to make sure that they have all the books in the library, bookstores in the area, and also provide us with a new book," said Capp.

New teachers begin in January

By Shelly Ng

While some feel the new teachers in January will be a challenge for the students, others feel that they will bring a new perspective to the classroom.

"We have a new teacher in the physics department," said Professor Smith. "He is very knowledgeable and will be a great asset to the department.

The new teachers will be integrated into the Student Body Government as they are selected to represent the students in various aspects of campus life.

Organization nominates students

By Shelly Ng

Two honor students have been selected to represent the student body in the Student Body Government. These students will be responsible for representing the interests of the student body in various campus activities.

The Selection Committee, which is comprised of the Dean of Students, Director of Student Activities, and the Student Body President, has named these two students to represent the student body.

These students will be responsible for representing the interests of the student body in various campus activities. They will be responsible for attending meetings, participating in campus activities, and representing the student body in various campus activities.

The two students selected are:

- John Doe
- Jane Doe

These students will be responsible for representing the interests of the student body in various campus activities. They will be responsible for attending meetings, participating in campus activities, and representing the student body in various campus activities.
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NICE TRY, GRAMPY... BUT THIS IS DEFINITELY NOT MISTLETOE YOU'VE BEEN SMOKING.

Governor Frank Keating and his wife Cathy, raised nearly $52,000 in private donations to remediate the governor's mansion in Oklahoma City.

The Oklahoma Governor's mansion was built in 1927 at a cost of $70,000 – and, of course, "mistletoe" is a messenger. The thing is, nobody and a very good house – certainly something to do with Texas and brag about.

Moving into the mansion has been a step down in lifestyle for every governor in recent history. Governor and Mrs. Keating were somewhat accustomed in much more refined groups, and elegant than they enjoy in the three story concrete monster with creaking floors, and even cruder стoоd in Northeast 23rd Street.

The house is a small and distant property. It is owned and managed by the taxpayers of Oklahoma, therefore, if it is in need of repair, taxpayers ought to pay for it. Everybody does it.

But the Keatings were considerate enough that they didn't want to step on taxpayers with ex pense during belt-tightening times, so they put the bid on a list of their friends to do a little "free" up around the house.

Now everybody is demanding to know who these friends are.

Watchdog in Oklahoma City, have attempted to get a list of names, but have been refused. Even the contributors wish to remain anonymous there may be a serious question of ethics involved here.

The mansion is public property, and taxpayers have a right to ask who's spending the money being spent to fix up their house.

The donations benefit everybody. Oklahoma residents don't have to pay more taxes, the Keatings and future governors will have a better place to live in, and state residents can be proud that our governor doesn't live in a shack.

The donations benefit everybody. Oklahoma residents don't have to pay more taxes, the Keatings and future governors will have a better place to live in, and state residents can be proud that our governor doesn't live in a shack.

Donations for mansion

Serbian President Milovan Milosovic's key guarantor of the Dayton peace agreement, assured members of the U.S. Congress on Saturday that American troops will be safe in Bosnia.

"We asked for a green light. Do you assure us you're going to implement your guarantee to the conduct of the Bosnian Serbs?" said Rep. Sanders Levin, D-Mich. "He gave us the answer, "Yes.""

Delegation leader Rep. Susan Molinari, R-N.Y., remained wary, however, because Serbian leaders have a "shaky history of being able to live up to their guarantees." Despondent the words of Milosovic, who had formulated the Serb rebellion in former Yugoslavia, he turned pacemaker after years of war. The 15-member congressional delegation was skeptical about the chances of peace.

"A kind of arc to the opposition. Molinari said Friday, "T’m not satisfied. We have to continue to press everybody, to carry out their responsibilities."" Molinari said the Bosnian Serb hostility towards U.N. peacekeepers in the past, taking them hostage and killing them, caused worry about the U.N. troops safety.

But both representatives said Congress and the nation would solidly support any troops deployed in Bosnia.

The second is due to be signed Dec. 14 in Paris.
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Christmas season causes stress

If you’re like most students, you probably aren’t worrying how you are or how you should reduce your stress and achieve your career goals.

1. Analyze where your time goes. It’s hard to improve your free time if you don’t know how you are using it. In his book How to Organize Your Work & Your Life, author Robert Monksewek suggests constructing a time log, which you can use to analyze your day.

Make a chart with a list of activities so you should actually perform every day across the top, but hours of the day in the column in 15-minute intervals.

Make a set of the chart. Each week for two weeks, record your activities as you perform them by placing an "X" in the appropriate box as that time frame.

Study the log at the end of two weeks. Add up the time in each category. Which activities take the most time? Considering their worth to you, is this appropriate? Compare the time spent in each category with the results you achieve. Are there any activities you think deserve more time?

After analysis, adjust your time use. Don’t work without a plan. You may wonder why you should take time to plan your day if you’re running behind. William N. Thomas, author of 1000 Things You Never Learned in Business School, said every hour spent planning saves you three to four hours later on.

Thomas recommends you spend at least one hour a week planning your time, but you can spread out those 60 minutes among the months you spend at the end of each day planning your day-to-do list for the next day and the minute you spend each morning reviewing the day ahead.

Ask yourself, “What is the best use of five time right now?” Alan Lakoff, author of How to Get Control of Your Time and Your Life, said asking this question throughout the day helps you make better decisions on time use.

Move a piece of paper forward when you pick it up. Lisa Kaulke, author of Organizing Your Home Office For Success, recommends you do one of the following when you pick up a piece of paper. Act on it. Write a response, forward it to an appropriate person or make a telephone call to discuss the problem. Put it in a file, but only if you are sure you will need to refer to it again. Enter the action needed on your to-do list, then file the paper if you still need it. Sort it in the recycling bin or trash can if you won’t.

2. Break down overwhelming tasks into smaller ones. When faced with a major project, begin by dividing the assignment into smaller tasks. Write them down in the order they should be completed. Ph.D. author of Working Smart: How to Accomplish More in Half the Time, said you’ll gain momentum to finish the job once you get started on the small tasks.

Create deadlines. Doing so will help you concentrate and keep you motivated to use time wisely. Thomas said.

Kellie Bland

Troops depart for Bosnia
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Children's Christmas party

LIFESTYLES

FRIENDLY HUG
Mrs. Claus gives Collin Bosse a hug after presenting him with a gift during the annual Children's Christmas Party held last Thursday in the Carter Student Union Ballroom. Sponsored by the Student Body Government, the party hosted more than 200 kids from the area.

LONG AWAITED ARRIVAL.
Santa and Mrs. Claus pause for a picture before settling down for the task at hand in distributing gifts to the more than 200 girls and boys that were at the Children's Christmas Party.

Photos by Kathy Wyrick

SMILE!
Counselor Teresa Thompson, and her son Matthew, pose with Santa as Matthew reacts to having carried out a conversation with the jolly ole elf during the annual Children's Christmas Party last Thursday.

WHAT I REALLY WANT IS...
Dennis Earp (right), dean of student affairs, urges Mrs. Claus to talk to her husband about what to bring Earp for Christmas. (Perhaps some new furniture for his office in Dyer Hall.)

THIS IS FOR YOU
Julie Lewis, a sophomore from Yale, presents gifts to her "adopted daughter" Monica Collins during the annual Children's Christmas Party last Thursday in the Carter Student Union Ballroom.

I DON'T NEED ANY HELP
Michael Zimerer rejects any help as he carries a present presented to him by Santa Claus during the gift distribution part of the annual Children's Christmas Party. More than 200 local kids participated in the party sponsored by the Student Body Government.
PEOPLE

Campbell considers retirement
Chemistry instructor will leave soon

By Calee Dole
Managing Editor

After teaching for 29 years, 23 years being on this campus, chemistry instructor Chester Campbell is planning to retire in the near future. Campbell’s decision will be made by the end of December and his retirement would begin the third week of January. After graduating from Cedarville, Kan., High School, Campbell continued his education and earned a degree from Pittsburg State University in Kansas. Campbell earned his teaching in a high school in Emporia, Kan., and in a junior college in Twin Falls, Idaho. Campbell said that the students have changed since he started teaching at NEO in 1976.

“The main change I have seen is in student preparation. Students now are not as prepared for their majors as they use to be,” said Campbell. “I see a lot of students who do not really know what they want their major to be,” Campbell said. Campbell currently teaches Chemistry 1223 and Fundamentals of Science. “I have taught all of the chemistry class at one time or another,” said Campbell. In his 29 years of teaching, he has had a little of everything when it comes to teaching techniques, and has realized what was once effective is not as effective now. “For about the last three years I have been using group work, and have found it to be very effective,” he said. “Now that lecturing is not as effective now as it use to be.”

Campbell said. Another thing Campbell mentioned about how NEO has changed since he has taught here is how the faculty doesn’t get together as much. “The faculty doesn’t get together and visit as much now as they did in the old days. It seems that people are busier now than they used to be,” Campbell said. He decided to retire at an early age so that he can do other things. Campbell plans to work at his golf repair shop that he has out of his home in Wyandotte. The shop is called Chef’s Custom Golf. “I have grandchildren in Houston and in Washington D.C., plan on travelling to see them a lot after my retirement.”

Business instructor steps down

By Shelly Ng
Managing Editor

Asa Welch, a member of the business faculty, will be retiring at the end of this semester after 20 years at NEO. Welch has been teaching at NEO for the past three decades. Welch has seen many changes. She gave three examples. “First, there are many more non-traditional student nowadays. Second, enrollment has decreased drastically. Third, the sense of community among administrators, teachers, staff, and students has become almost non-existent,” said Welch.

Welch is full of fond memories of her students who have gone on with successful careers. These people give a great deal of satisfac- tion and encouragement to her teaching profession. Despite the sadness of leaving, Welch feels “optimistic” about her future. “I plan to go and do whatever direction God leads,” said Welch. She is going to avoid her husband, Dr. Paul Welch, who is a retired administrator, in his civilian operation. They will also be managing an extensive grading system. “We are moving to Southeast Kansas. The farm is located on Spring River. We hope to like to garden, travel, and read,” said Welch.

“I also want to spend some time with my daughter who is a senior at Pittsburg State University. When describing her colleagues’ feelings about her departure, Welch was light-hearted. “I think they were probably glad,” said Welch with a smile. Nevertheless, on the subject of education, Welch was serious. “The most important thing about education is appetite. Each day is a learning experience to be faced with hope and optimism,” said Welch.

Drafting instructor announces retirement

By Casey Atkins
Assistant Editor

After 28 years as a member of the instructional staff, drafting teacher Leonard Bachman will bid a fond adieu to the college in January. “There are some things in this life that I would like to try. And I don’t want to put them now. I may not be able to do this. I want to have time to work regular retirement age at 65,” said Bachman.

“I also want to pursue some opportunities that are available to me. I wouldn’t mind having a computer and doing some drafting out of my home. I’ve had some contacts with people concerning job opportunities, but I don’t want to have to wear a suit and tie. I want to relax and not have to dress for work,” Bachman said. Changes both in the technology of drafting and the difficulty in recruiting students are two factors that have contributed to Bachman’s ultimate decision to retire. “When I first started teaching here, drafting was a hot field and students were very plentiful. Now, you have to fight and search for every student you get and there still aren’t enough to go around,” said Bachman.

Even though the number of students participating in the drafting program has been declining in recent years, the department still has modern, up-to-date equipment for students to learn on.

“Dr. Bachman will miss from the classroom is the hands-on experience the students received from working with the computer equipment. "It was really good for the kids because it was real existing seeing their faces when they learned how to use the equipment for the first time,” said Bachman. “I’m going to do something different, even if it means having snow in the summer and moving lawns in the winter,” Bachman said.
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Complete Auto Service
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207 B.J. Tunnel Blvd.
Miami, Oklahoma
(918) 540-2501
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Four football players tabbed all-americans

Four members of the Golden Norse football team received all-American recognition, according to Bob Maxwell, athletic director. William "Buck" Busston (6-4, 255, Hephzibah, Ga.) was selected to the first team defensive unit of the National Junior College Athletic Association. Busston also received honorable mention recognition from the J.C. Grid-Wire publication from San Mateo, Calif.

Four members of the Golden Norse football team received all-American recognition, according to Bob Maxwell, athletic director. William "Buck" Busston (6-4, 255, Hephzibah, Ga.) was selected to the first team defensive unit of the National Junior College Athletic Association. Busston also received honorable mention recognition from the J.C. Grid-Wire publication from San Mateo, Calif.

Busston starting all 10 games at defensive end as a sophomore. Busston recorded 34 unassisted tackles, 14 solo tackles and 5 sacks for 50 yards. Seventeen tackles behind the line for minus 27 yards and one fumble recovery.

Starting halfback Rocke Skinner (5-8, 230, White Oak S) earned second team all-American honors from J.C. Grid-Wire. Skinner established new NJC school records with 225 carries for 1,528 yards.

Skinny led the Norsemen with 86 total points while rushing 86 times for 80 yards.

Skinny ranked fourth overall in the nation in total yards rushing.

Voces offensiee tackle Sean McNamara (6-3, 308, Tulsa, Okla.) was named to the second team of the NFCAA squad while also receiving honorable mention on the J.C. Grid-Wire team. McNamara earned second team honors in both junior college and sophmore seasons.

Sophomore starting quarterback Scott Condit (6'-1, 196, Okmulgee) was selected to the Grid-Wire academic all-American team.

Condit maintained a 3.86 grade point average through three semesters as a business administration major.

He started 10 games while compiling 911 passes for 1,456 yards and six touchdowns with 12 interceptions.

Condit also scored five rushing touchdowns while leading the Golden Norsemen in passing for 3-5-3 season record.

"This was a tremendous honor for our kids because they all worked very hard all year to improve," said head coach Mike Loyd.

Independence Pirates rally to beat Norsemen

By Bryant Beers

By Bryant Beers

Dropping their second consecutive game, the Golden Norsemen fell to the fourth-ranked Independence Community College Pirates, 73-63, last Thursday in Independence, Kan.

Prior to Saturday's rematch with Coffeyville, Kan., the Norsemen stood at 6-7 on the season while Independence improved their undotted record to 10-0 on the year.

Coach Lonnie Spencer's Norsemen will face four weeks off for the Christmas holidays before entertaining Northern Oklahoma College, Jan. 8, in the NEO Fieldhouse.

Independence 73-Norse 63

Jumping out to an early 14-13 lead in the games opening five minutes, the Pirates received five points from all-American Ruben Patterson along with four points each by Charlie Sellers and Mike Parks to ignite Independence.

Three points each by Rashawn Jones and Patterson along with blocked by Parks and Sellers gave the Pirates a 25-20 cushion with 9:44 until halftime.

Trailing 43-29, the Golden Norsemen received five straight points from Jones and a field goal from Brad Smith to reduce the deficit to 43-36 at halftime.

Consecutive field goals by Nathan Brown, Jones, and Johnny Mitchell rallied the Norse to a 43-42 deficit with 17.27 left in the contest.

Five straight points by Brown along with a basket by Mitchell gave the Golden Norse their first lead in 48-45 and 44-40 showing on the clock.

Jones scored six and Mitchell added a basket as the Norsemen maintained a 59-56 advantage at the 7:31 mark.

Two 3-point field goals by Kelvis Willford along with three points from Parks and a dunk by Patterson propelled the Pirates to a 65-59 lead with 4:06 left.

Patterson sunk a field goal and a free throw while Willford added a 3-pointer to close out the scoring for Independence.

Jones paced the Golden Norse with a game-high 23 total points while Brown added 21 points. Both Patterson and Willford scored 11 total points to lead the Pirates with Parks added 14 points.

Patterson grabbed 11 rebounds as Independence out-rebounded the Golden Norse 31-22. Smith led NEO with six rebounds.

St. Gregory 76-Norse 72 OT

Cuming from behind to send the contest into overtime, the Golden Norse were unable to fend off 3-pointers from St. Gregory's Nathaniel Wright and Scottie Crouse to defeat the Norsemen 76-72.

Two free throws by veteran guard Mike Jones with 27 seconds showing on the clock created a 62-62 tie for the Golden Norse in regulation play.

In the overtime, Jones started a Norse run by hitting on two consecutive field goals along with a 3-pointer by freshman Derian Turner to give NEO a 69-63 lead.

After freshman Shane Williams connected on a 3-point field goal, the Cavaliers rallied of the last 10 points of the game in the final two minutes.

A 3-pointer by Jason Stewart along with five points by Julian Washington and two free throws by T.R. Cunningham sealed NEO's hopes.

Jones led the Golden Norse with 25 total points in 20 minutes play along with seven rebounds and seven assists. Brown added seven points for NEO.

Patterson added 17 points for NEO and Kelly paced the Cavaliers with 25 total points while Stewart scored 12 and T.R. Cunningham added 15 points.

Cunningham had a game-high 14 rebounds to lead St. Gregory's as the Cavaliers out-rebounded astride 43-29 advantage on the boards. Jones grabbed seven for NEO.
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GOING TO THE BASKET

Sophomore guard Jessica Burkholder (25) drives around the defensive pressure from Linda Walker of Coffeyville, Kan. Burkholder and the Lady Norse will take a month break before returning to the hardwoods Jan. 8.

By David Burkham

Understand Independence Community College, a nine-game winning streak by the Lady Norse with a 66-62 victory last Thursday in Independence, Kan. Prior to Saturday night’s rematch with Coffeyville, Kan., coach Randy Gipson’s Lady Norse stood 9-3 on the season following their second loss to the Lady Pirates. Independence improved to 10-5 on the season.

The Lady Norse will experience a month break in the schedule before resuming action Jan. 8 against Northern Oklahoma College in the NECC Fieldhouse.

Independence 66-Lady Norse 62

In the first five minutes of the opening half, Independence gained a 9-6 advantage on baskets by Ewa Laskowska, Rebecca Burg, and Laronda Walker. Veronica Reed scored six straight points to stretch Independence to 9-2 lead with 3:02 before halftime.

Burg and Laskowska combined for 12 points with 3:52 before the half, as the Lady Pirates took a 22-20 lead. Reed, Nikki Hay, Traci Anderson, and Jessica Burkholder all added baskets and propelled NEO to a 26-23 halftime lead.

With 17-40 left in the game, Independence took the lead for good on consecutive field goals by Laskowska, Jaime Gambrell and Burley to grab a 33-30 advantage.

The second half featured 3-pointers by Jessica Burkholder along with treys by Hay and Anderson which propelled the Lady Norse to within one, 45-44, with 10:23 left in the game.

During the final ten minutes, Gambrell scored six, Nicole Palmer added five, and Burg added four to close out the contest.

Burg and Laskowska led the Lady Norse with 17 total points while both Hay and Chevette Walter scored 10 points each.

Laskowska paced Independence with 18 points, while Gambrell added 15 and Burg added 10 points.

Marsha Burdge led NEO with 12 rebounds, while Reed grabbed 11 boards.

Laskowska and Gambrell each had 10 rebounds to lead the Lady Pirates.

Lady Norse 82-St. Gregory’s 56

Improving to 5-1 against the bicentennial season, the Lady Norse cruised to an 82-56 victory over St. Gregory’s College last week.

Coach Gipson’s squad jumped out to an early 10-0 lead in the first minutes of the game with four points by Hay and two each by Burg, Laskowska, Walter, and Reed.

St. Gregory’s responded with two 3-pointers each by Shannon Cooke and Custry Campbell, along with a trey by Jennifer Frakes to cut the Lady Norse lead to 10, 19-17, at the 8:34 mark of the first half.

With 5:35 remaining until halftime, five points by Hay and three points by Tasha Barnett had NEO in the lead 27-17.

Burdge, Reed, and Walter each added 10 points before halftime to give the Lady Norse a 36-23 lead going into the second half.

NEC started the second half with a 17-3 scoring run in the first seven minutes, increasing their lead to 53-30.

Midway through the second half, four points by Katie Blenn and three by Diana Hubbard gave the Lady Norse a 65-36 cushion.

With 3:10 remaining in the game, NEO held their largest lead, 74-44.

The Lady Norse coasted down the stretch with baskets by Reed, Hubbard, and Burg to cruise to the victory.

Hay led the Lady Norse with 10 total points while Walter contributed 15 points as all 11 squad members scored.
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We offer 4 tanning beds, naps, manicures, pedicures, waxing, along with a full line of hair care products.

Retail Biolage, Vaucom, Matrix, Redken

Open Monday through Saturday

By Doug Glenn

Associate News Editor

The college horse judging team captured top honors in the American Quarter Horse Show recently in Oklahoma City. "This contest is considered to be the World Championship Horse Judging Contest," said NEO coach Kevin Pool.

The NEO pro team finished first in the overall competition and the novice team finished a close third.

In the high point individual race, five of the NEO team members finished in the top 10. Clay Cavender, a sophomore of Tishomingo, placed first, followed by Tammy Bridges, sophomore of Pendelton Hall, and Jana Cooper, freshman of Woodward, finishing third. Ty Cunningham, a sophomore of Jay, placed sixth while Lyricia Cunningham, a freshman from Locust Grove, finished seventh.

Members of the pro team included Ty Cunningham, Cavender, Lyricia Cunningham, and Jacob Tanner, a sophomore of Jay.

The novice members were, Amy Baghshash, freshman from Chelsea, Bridges, Cooper, and Tonya Swales, a sophomore of Bartlett, Kan.

NEO competed against 15 other junior colleges from across the United States. "This contest is held in conjunction with the AQHA Horse Show where, not only are the students judges against the best teams, but also have a chance to judge some of the best stock in the country."

Horse judges win top honors in OKC
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